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WebFour is an idea initially born through humor and jest, in
the true essence & spirit of crypto Twitter.
Jack Dorsey & Elon Musk, two world known tech
entrepreneurs and Twitter personalities recently shed some
personal insights and perhaps even light and on the structure
of web3.0 and its distributions, after noticing some tongue in
cheek humor in this back and forth, we took aim at creating
web4.0, an idea that started as a fun meme coin for people to
trade.
Initially our intentions were not heavily focused on webfour.io
leading beyond the meme phase, but due to rapid
community growth and an immediately apparent growing
interest to see a project truly meant for the people in terms of
access and distributions , we decided to create a concrete
vision for WebFour, and a future. We believe that WebFour
should be the peoples web, as WebFour is a symbolic
representation of you.
As our team consists of experience developers, and we can
easily resource additional developers and contractors as
required, we will be building on top of WebFour with our
native token being the fuel of the ecosystem.

Traditional Meme coins at their root tend to encapsulate
social & cultural phenomena, moments of significance, pop
culture, or just the general "lulz". But in the spirit of fun and
inclusion they should always represent the people, their
interests and always be fairly launched and distributed. Fair
launch projects do not host IDOs, or private rounds and are
completed in a manner where the deployer doesn't own any
tokens, or initial stakes beyond that of the public investor. No
pre-mine, pre-sale, or investment firm backing it. Just pure
public interest
This is exactly the mindset we had when releasing WebFour.
We had no intentions beyond bootstrapping initial liquidity
on PancakeSwap, deploying our token on the Binance Smart
Chain Network and releasing the idea in to the crypto-sphere
for the people to either enjoy, or let fade in to obscurity.
Thankfully it resulted in the former and it now actually
appears that WebFour is fast becoming a cultural
phenomenon and we are here to stay.
We did give hints that if we grew, we would put our skills to
the test and build something representative of the people,
and that is exactly what we are going to do.
We started off as a meme but have quickly and effortlessly
transitioned into a very serious project and contender, with
great interests and aspirations for our project, our community
and the future.

Our vision starting out, is to give something back to the
community initially through a P2E system paying out native
token rewards, while we also create the system for WebFour
to grow beyond a mere concept in to a reality, birthing a
blockchain not owned in predominance by any one entity or
corporate interest, and accessible for all to use, transact and
develop upon.
Our tokenomics (as expanded upon below) contain a treasury
system, which at this time we are using to fund the
developments of the project concepts, as well as for current
and intended marketing purposes. The treasury will also be
used for server upgrades and any other expenses of business
operations involved in running and creating WebFour.
We are extremely grateful with the available resources that
we have built within our short existence, but having said this
- WebFour relies heavily on the community, its continued
involvement and its efforts if it is to become a project that
morphs from an idea, to concept, to reality.
It's success relies on you the people, hence we've named it
the peoples web. The more support shown, the more volume
WebFour achieves. The more awareness that is created, the
healthier the resources the treasury will obtain in order to
fulfill its roadmap.

We have already begun to take the first steps forward by
creating immediate utility and use-case for WebFour through
the P2E points covered in brief above, with the end goal of
releasing our own Blockchain. This will continue to hold the
meme ethos in its spirit, and will be named the "Degenerate
Blockchain". More information about the use case of our
blockchain will be released in our V2 Litepaper, and this will
further outline details and utility on how the Degenerate
Blockchain could benefit users and developers that choose to
utilize this technology.

Traditional Meme coins supposed to represent fair launched coins where the
deployer doesn't own any tokens, there wasn't any pre-mine, pre-sale or any
investment firm backing it. This is exactly the mindset we had when releasing
WebFour. We had no intention of anything besides bootstrapping some initial
liquidity on PancakeSwap and deploying our token on the Binance Smart Chain
Network. We did give hints though that if we grow, we will build and that is what
we are going to do. We started off as a meme but are vastly transitioning into a
serious project with great interest in our projects future.
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